It is also one that is made possible by digital technology. Susan Sontag writes that "being a spectator of calamities taking place in another country is a quintessential modern experience, the cumulative offering by more than a century and a half's worth of those professional, 1
This news report on NBC stunned me: a woman named Janette, who had been trapped alone in the dark for five days, was brought out from the rubble singing. The journalist reporting the story focused on the romantic, dramatic perspective of Janette's husband, who, despite the evidence of a flattened building, was sure his beloved wife was alive. He would not leave the site. It was a tale of enduring love and loyalty, as well as a parable about foreign (American) rescue workers who cut Janette free. The segment was a human-interest story of a single rescue, filmed for a North American audience who themselves might be familiar with the cultural frames of Americans as both romantic and rescuers. But for me, the segment was a powerful story about a sensory orientation to singing and its relationship to self-preservation and survival in Haiti.
3 Janette sang, in French: "Ne pas avoir peur de la mort" ("Do not be afraid of death"). She was singing a hymn commonly heard at funerals and in Masonic temples in Haiti. 4 Before she could finish, a journalist bent over her stretcher and interrupted the singing message Janette was delivering to the assembled crowd. He asked her, "Did you think you would live?" Too polite not to answer, Janette responded "Yes," and turned her face, and the question, around to him. "Why not?"
I felt awe and respect for this brave survivor of a horrific ordeal, singing a message of strength and certitude. Yet the narrative arc of the news story focused on other things-on love, rescue, and the sensationalist drive of so much journalism: "How awful did it feel?" Interrupting Janette's song to interrogate her denied her the opportunity to fully express her triumph over this harrowing experience, just as it refused to allow the listening viewer to linger in hearing her sound, her song. The moment illustrates what Allen Feldman calls "the inadmissibility of alien sensory experience," in what he terms "cultural anesthesia." He calls attention to the editing out of "disconcerting, discordant, and anarchic sensory presences" that would disrupt the unspoken rules governing public life. 5 In the genre of the human-interest rescue story, letting a survivor sing for too long seemed not to fit the script, predetermined as it was to stick to a familiar story about disaster, rescue, romance, and spoken testimony. I still wonder, What would Janette's song tell us if they had let her continue singing?
Yet as one form of music was silenced, another would be promoted, in an interrelated process of muting and amplifying the soundscapes of disaster that I wish to consider in this essay. The "Hope for Haiti Now: A Global Benefit for Earthquake Relief" telethon of 22 January was the most widely broadcast telethon in history. It ran according to a familiar model that has by now become a scripted ritual: it was an aestheticized spectacle of celebrities performing emotionally evocative music, juxtaposed against stories and images of survivors undergoing extreme suffering. The telethon is an American innovation (although now many countries produce them) and a hybrid form: part variety show, part disaster journalism, and part humanitarian fundraising. It is widely broadcast and preempts usually scheduled programming. In this case the entire mediasphere paused to air this single event.
The "Hope for Haiti Now" telethon was a snapshot of mainstream media representations of Haiti in the context of the quake and a chance to observe underlying logics of American (and other) attitudes toward Haiti and its people as they responded to the disaster. I argue here that this taken-for-granted formula, whereby entertainment is offered in return for donations toward relief aid, has an acoustic dimension that reveals its character as an artifact of current neoliberal economic logic. In this cultural arena shaped by neoliberalism, individuals are called on in the private sphere, using emotional appeals, to relieve suffering through privatized humanitarian aid. And since the targeted listeners are potential donors, it is the most popular mainstream music that is featured, sung by best-selling artists. But in the course of producing relief concerts, disaster survivors' own voices, laments, and songs are muted, even as images of their faces and bodies are highlighted. My analysis attunes itself to audiospheres as they are played against the visual register-the way that Haitian quake survivors and international celebrities were recorded aurally and represented visually in order to raise money for disaster relief. On the one hand, I tune in to music made by Haitians, for Haitians, close to the epicenter, in the direct aftermath of the quake, such as in the case of Janette. On the other hand, I listen to music made by (mostly) North Americans for (mostly) other Americans, in telethon performances far away in New York and Los Angeles (and London), weeks after the event. Juxtaposing two soundscapes-the Haitian streets and the telethon-presents the opportunity to bring together recent scholarship on the visuality of suffering with work on music and emotion in order to explore the links between singing and meaning making, between humanitarianism and culture, between American civil religion and neoliberalism, and between the photojournalism of disaster and the musicology of the disaster-relief telethon.
Singing for Life in Haiti
Singing turned out to be anything but an anomalous reaction by a quake survivor named Janette. People began to sing alone and in groups the very evening of the earthquake. My friends who live in Port-au-Prince tweeted the evening after the quake that people were singing in groups after the sun went down, as they faced an uncertain future outdoors. All the intimacies of life were thrust into rubble-strewn public spaces; musician Richard Morse tweeted, "The streets are Haiti's livingroom [and] bedroom."
6 Foreign journalists began to report on Haitians' use of music to hold themselves together through the trauma. The broadcasts featured people singing Catholic and Protestant hymns. The distinctive songs of the Afro-Creole religion of the majority (known as Vodou) were not widely audible in downtown public spaces, a telling piece of evidence for the ongoing stigma attached to that tradition.
On 16 January, just four days after the disaster, CNN ran a "developing story" that featured a large group of people singing hymns and walking through Port-au-Prince. 7 "Tout bagay déjà byen," they sang. "Everything is already fine." It was an evangelical Protestant hymn that asserted that because they were saved, with Jesus sitting on his throne and in control, all was well. In declaring that things were fine, even in the midst of devastation and chaos, the group broadcast an unshakable Christian faith. The procession was remarkable enough that CNN deemed it a "developing story," yet nobody interviewed the marchers, and Wolf Blitzer seemed unable to interpret the situation. Reporters everywhere commented on the "resilience of the Haitian people," a phrase that would become ubiquitous, but they would rarely elaborate on
why and under what historical conditions Haitians have had to be resilient.
My later conversations with numerous quake survivors about the widespread public singing revealed to me a sensory capacity for singing that Haitians possessed (speaking generally) even in the quake's aftershocks, to which foreigners seemed not entirely sensitized. External observers (including, arguably, myself) cultivate an aural attunement adjusted toward certain codes and habits that renders other soundways incomprehensible. Repeatedly, survivors told me that their distress during the quake was so intense that they had to transform it into a song in order to withstand it. "Ou chante pwoblem-lan" ("You sing the problem"). "If you don't have this reaction instilled in you, you cannot understand it; it's inexplicable," said a man known as a song leader in his community. Even the nickname Haitians gave to the quakegoudougoudou-reproduces its sensory quality in a rhythmic register.
Haitian quake survivors sang to reconstitute themselves as individuals, and to reconstitute the groups-families, neighborhoods, congregations, and communities-to which they belong. It's a way of controlling the energy around you, to be able to control the energy in yourself."
8
Beaubrun points us to the idea that Haitian quake survivors used the embodied technique of singing to orient themselves in the face of sudden and violent rupture. Ethnomusicologists write about how for some societies, music making allows a group to form together in a special relationship mediated by rhythm, creating "a special world of time" in which all the participants are synchronized in breath, movement, and voice. Group singing engages the sensory experience of the individual and synchronizes the individual with the group. 9 Assembled people sing to breathe energy through the body: the individual body and the collective body.
They sing to rebalance themselves.
Singing works spatially as well. Musical processions through downtown Port-au-Prince sang life back into space and helped to make the territory inhabitable. Singing together oriented individuals as a collective, creating and occupying a shared place. Thus nightly singing in many encampments in the quake zone, and marches through public areas, helped groups to mark out space together and take ownership of that space. Through singing, Haitian people incorporated the city back into their lives.
10
A common thought was that the quake was the beginning of the apocalypse. Wrote one friend in an e-mail, "The people in my neighborhood are saying this is the second coming-it feels like the apocalypse." In several of the recordings people sent to me, I heard singers evoking biblical images of destruction and placing themselves as actors in an ancient story. In an "audio postcard" that NPR broadcast on 20 January, women and girls sang a well-known hymn in the Haitian repertoire: "Jericho, miray-la kraze" ("Jericho, the Walls Are Crumbling").
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In the biblical story, Jericho is the first city the Israelites come to when they enter the promised land of Canaan. God helps Joshua and the Israelites tear down its high walls so they can conquer the city and possess the land. They do this by blowing trumpets and giving a loud shout; they do this through sound, through the human voice. Several millennia later, evangelical Christians in Port-au-Prince reached for this image and sang the ancient city of Jericho into their city. Port-au-Prince became the biblical city, and its destruction was the will of God. The singers performed the role of a righteous and sanctified people, singing and chanting down the walls of the city so that their God could possess it. The Creole lyrics went on to name other troubles-hunger, poverty, and sickness-but then declared, "There is nothing Jesus cannot crumble." In the face of this devastating catastrophe, quake survivors produced their own religious music to fashion a cosmic meaning out of the disaster, and to connect themselves to the biblical story as the now-chosen people of God.
Vodou congregations also sang, but less audibly. They would later say that evangelicals camping near them attempted to "sing them down" and drown out their Vodou songs with drives, and other campaigns, an estimated half of all households in the United States made a donation to the Haiti relief effort.
14 The "Hope for Haiti Now" telethon was arguably an important event, in that the entire television industry devoted itself to demonstrating concern and compassion for quake survivors by raising funds for their relief. It allowed ordinary citizens throughout the viewing public sphere a means to help. In the critique that follows, I by no means want to say that this and other telethons should not have been staged, that people should not have contributed, or that efforts at humanitarian relief should not have been made. But I do wish to contribute to the ongoing interrogation, from many disciplinary perspectives, of humanitarianism and its contradictions, at this cultural site that forms a nexus of popular music consumption, celebrity humanitarianism, and American civil religion: the disaster relief telethon.
Humanitarian organizations exist precisely to rush to the aid of suffering populations.
The telethon viewer who is not a professional humanitarian can act to alleviate suffering by contributing money, thus fulfilling their moral obligation to respond. The telethon was designed to funnel compassion into material relief, to provide a way for a global public to respond supportively during an overwhelming tragedy. This logic has become fundamental to what Keith Tester calls "common-sense humanitarianism." 15 Its logic is premised on the idea that disasters are a fact of life (earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, drought and famine, war, and so on) and that when disaster strikes, professional humanitarian agencies step in with relief.
By virtue of this intervention, an emergency situation can be resolved and a society can be returned to "normal." 16 Ordinary people, in turn, can contribute to the cause through charitable donations. The telethon seems the perfect vehicle to present a plea for support and to collect contributions quickly; large and small donors alike can meet their felt responsibilities to help.
To both inspire and thank the donors, celebrities perform and make appeals. Yet this seemingly obvious relationship between entertainment and humanitarianism is not inevitable; it has a specific history and has developed in response to economic market conditions. Cross borrowed narrative and visual strategies from movies and pulp magazines when they found themselves competing with these new commercial products for the attention of the public. "From this point on," Rozario continues, "fundraisers would have to devote as much attention to advertising as to ethics, and to 'entertainment' as to education." This modern humanitarianism became a widespread phenomenon "at the very moment that a sensationalistic mass media began to dominate American culture," and the telethon is its current, neoliberal iteration.
18
In this complex and contradictory terrain in which entertainment serves as a central catalyst encouraging the public to shoulder the responsibility of financing the relief of mass suffering, popular media such as the telethon serve to set the narrative, visual, and auditory terms that motivate giving. "The media defines the moral space in which the other appears to us, and at the same time invites (claims, constrains) an equivalent moral response from us, the audience," writes Roger Silverstone. 19 After the earthquake, the Haiti of CNN, presented throughout the telethon, was the moral frameworld for Haiti in the mainstream American response to the quake. The moral imperative was articulated most succinctly by George
Clooney, who said, "The Haitian people need our help. . . . It's a big world out there and we all have a lot of responsibility to look out for people who can't look after themselves."
20
At first, Clooney's words seem obviously true-the Haitian people need "our" help, and
"we" have a moral responsibility to help them. We can also observe that, as Clooney articulated, the moral content was framed in distinctly paternalistic terms: to look out for those who cannot look after themselves. The viewer, the American, would provide "the looking after."
The suggestion that Americans have both the capacity and responsibility to act, even through sacrifice, by virtue of a grand historic mission of being a "light to the nations" is a long-standing one and forms the core of American civil religion. In the logic of the telethon, the emergency and its suffering is happening somewhere else, and Americans at home should meet their responsibility to help. is invited to share the perspective, excitement, and triumph of the rescuer, and to add to the momentum with a contribution.
In relief telethons, the suffering body is figured not a site of self-determination but rather as a sign: the body indexes active and residual meanings of injury, victimhood, or need. 23 The studio backdrop for many of the "Hope for Haiti Now" telethon's musical acts featured largerthan-life portraits of single faces, mostly women or children. Each face was either injured or streaked with tears, or was that of a small child looking in an upward gaze. As Liisa Malkki writes, women and children are represented as innocents in humanitarian representations, and without historical or political context, they become pure, mute, and speechless "exemplary victims." 24 The images reduce the victims to faces with large, haunting eyes, the effect of which is to instantiate the relationship between the victim and the spectator.
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The bodies and voices that are given overwhelmingly more telethon exposure are those of the celebrities, safely removed from the disaster. In the "Hope for Haiti Now" telethon the celebrities' bodies and faces were highlighted in the performance studio as aglow, healthy, and beautiful, especially striking when juxtaposed with images of injured quake victims.
The pleasure of viewing and hearing the beauty of an artist like Beyonce juxtaposed against the bloodied faces of the earthquake survivors produces the "cultural anesthesia" whereby disaster victims or refugees become "generalities of bodies, bounded, starving . . . [,] pressed against the television screen." These figures of misfortune become the moral opposite of the American viewer, who is offered the opportunity for endless physical reforms and renewals through the commercialized messages about exercise, diet, cosmetics, and travel. Feldman points out that this "visual polarity between the reformable bodies of the observer and the determined, deformed, and reduced bodies of the observed" creates the very relations of power that, in turn, essentialize the televised sufferer into a natural victim without agency, knowledge, or history. 26 The soundtrack, in turn, reinforces this polarity, since the disaster victims' own voices and songs are absent from the broadcast.
In a complicated triangulation, the listening viewer is consuming both the abject bodies of the injured and the hyper-aestheticized bodies and songs of the celebrities, while being encouraged to join the stars in giving to the sufferers. The calculus of viewing injury and pain alongside visual beauty and auditory pleasure is a delicate one that the telethon maximized to financial success. Visual and aural registers worked together with the emotional to spur the public to give more.
There is an affective politics at work in broadcasting images of disasters in this neoliberal period when the alleviation of mass suffering depends largely on private sector resources. To be sure, other emotions are at work besides romantic love. A viewer's giving also pivots on a complicated form of compassion, one that echoes evangelical calls for charitable giving.
This call carries the longing for "genuine community," and giving together with "a haunted sense of othering." 33 Telethon performances are designed to activate our compassion and mobilize relief capital. But, as Elizabeth Spelman argues, "Compassionate people [are] able to keep the sufferers dangling at a delicious and cruel distance." There is always the danger of "muting the sufferer, of making him or her an 'object' of compassion." 34 In the relief telethon, the sufferers were quite literally muted, and their voices overdubbed with those of music industry superstars.
When the image of suffering is accompanied by music, emotion is intensified, and the resolution to the surge of emotionality is to call or text a donation. "There is shame as well as shock in looking at the close-up of a real horror," writes Sontag. 35 The only way to reconcile the shame is to do something to alleviate it. Yet shame may be the inverse of another emotion that and a religious ritual all wrapped into one. Most viewers would be unaware that rara music is played in funerals in the Haitian countryside, and surely heard it as the upbeat, celebratory sound that it also is.
38
Rara music provides a powerful and distinct sonic association for most Haitians. Probably dating back to the musical bands of the maroon armies who resisted slavery, the very sound of rara has long been considered by elites to be unruly, brash, and low brow. No other nation plays rara (besides Dominicans near the Haitian border), and so its singularly pitched horns have become an aural index of identity. Rara music historically has provided a venue for groups to say what individuals could not, to send messages of popular opinion or political, strategic consequence under the cover and protection afforded by large, parading groups.
Rara is therefore an opportunity for the artistry of coded speech, and Wyclef's telethon rara delivered several poignant shout-outs, first to Anderson Cooper of CNN, and next to King Kino, the lead singer for the band Phantom, who had been rumored to be dead but was not.
Next Wyclef called the names of Jimmy O, Fan Fan, and Little Cliff. Only those closely following the news from Haiti would know these Haitian rappers who had died in the quake. The performance, while on the global stage before millions, was also an insider affair, a moment of "dual addressivity," 39 whose messages were for members of the Haitian diaspora.
The rara lyric, composed for the occasion, switched back to English. It rhythmically asserted, "Earthquake, we see the earth shake, but the soul of the Haitian people it will never break." Reaching to touch the psychic devastation of so many Haitians, Wyclef's song was at once Haitian to Haitian and American to American, mediating several orientations to the quake and its music. He and his musicians produced a sonic intervention into the cultural anesthesia that had characterized the rest of the telethon. Wyclef ingeniously inserted the loud, anarchic sensory presence of the "in-your-face" music of the popular classes, this funerary celebration festival, into the soundscape of the telethon as its final act. Refuting the association of Haitianness as a mute sign of suffering, Wyclef chose the oldest and loudest music of resistance to broadcast Haitianness as a site of action and agency.
Of course, Wyclef was only able to make this intervention, such as it was, because of his supercelebrity status. Born in a thatched house without electricity, he is now an A-list celebrity who has become a roving Haitian ambassador, lectured at Google headquarters, won an award at Harvard, played for a Barack Obama inaugural ball, and founded a humanitarian nongovernmental organization. He even put in a bid for the Haitian presidency in 2010, only to be disqualified under residency requirements.
It seems telling that celebrities would pull together for the most widely broadcast telethon in history to benefit Haiti, the black republic long considered the "most African" nation in the Caribbean. Haiti has arguably come to occupy a similar position to that of the mythical "Africa" of celebrity humanitarianism. Clooney, like other celebrities, has become involved with various causes in Africa, to the extent that "Africa," has become the main focus of common-sense humanitarianism. The scare quotes around Africa refer here to a mythical and naturalized object of Western thought comprising an entire continent in need of debt relief (facilitated 
Epilogue: Muted Haitian Audiospheres and American Evangelical Fundraising
Haitian quake survivors gathered en masse to sing on the one-month anniversary of the disaster, filling the area of Port-au-Prince around the collapsed palace. A collective of transnational evangelical Protestant organizations held a three-day revival to commemorate the disaster and to narrate it as a part of God's plan to redeem Haiti. The event took the place of Carnival, which fell one month after the quake. Pastors interspersed sermons and speeches with hymns, which the vast crowd sang together. On the third day, I thought I recognized the song Janette had sung as she was lifted out from under the collapsed building: "Ne pas avoir peur de la mort." The lyrics assured that God will deliver his people and bring them through any struggle. As the event went on, the crowd sang more energetically, despite standing for three days, and despite their fasting in repentance. Hands in the air, singing loudly and swaying, the crowd gave off an energy that verged on the lively atmosphere of Carnival. Thousands and thousands of people were singing one song together, moving their bodies with one great pulse. Once again, Haitian survivors deployed singing as a unifying, healing meaning-making and community-building technique.
Later, some of the sponsoring American missionaries created a video to celebrate the event. The footage showed the square, the masses of people, the pastors, the skyline. The 
